
Coloplast Care: 1800 110 550*

*Toll Free (from MTNL & BSNL)
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There is lot of stigma against person with stoma.
Through this booklet, a general awareness will be
created among ostomates and his/her relatives about
stoma management. Stoma is just a change in
lifestyle. There is no threat or risk of infection in
managing stoma of helping the ostomate. The family
members’ inhibition to touch stoma needs to be
overcome. The fear from their mind about
transmitting disease or infection by touching or
handling stoma bag needs to be removed. It is
envisaged that our small deed in spreading the
knowledge and awareness about stoma care will
increase thereby contributing to better quality of life of
not only ostomate but also his/her family.
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Flexible and High Security Lock Ring

Hide-away Outlet
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Ostomy Accessories 36



Two-piece Two-piece

Two-piece
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Two-piece Type

One-piece Type
Use a bag with maximum Cut Size to accommodate stoma.
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Swipe
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Cut the Base Plate or one piece Ostomy bag’s plate similer to the size & shape
of stoma by using a curved scissor. Either make template by using a permanent
marker and transparent sheet or measure with Stoma Guide and draw on base
plate/ one piece bag’s plate.
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Remove the protective paper from the base plate or one piece ostomy bag’s plate
without touching the adhesive surface & apply gently on the stoma. The base plate
should not be tight fit and also not far away. While applying, keep belt- ear rings of
base plate in horizontal direction to the vertical axis of body so that belt can be applied.
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Also refer to page 34.
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. Also reger to page 35.
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Position the base plate on the ostomy

Place the coupling of
the bag on the base plate

Turn the lock ring to the
wanted position and
click together the lock ring

Flexible and high security lock ring

The Alterna Free two-piece system offers a secure lock ring coupling, which is
simple to use as you “turn and click” for a secure lock! It has an audible click so that
you can have peace of mind that the appliance is secure. Furthermore, you can
turn the lock ring to a position that is optimal for you.

1. Bend

Hide-away outlet

The Hide-away outlet offers open bag users the freedom of not having to use a clip
to close their appliance. Even more, you can ‘hide-away’ the outlet under its cover.
These features offer you increased discretion, security, comfort and hygiene.
Furthermore, at the bottom of the outlet there is a foam tip designed so that
cleaning is easy - only the edge has be to wiped clean with a cloth.

2. Fold

3. Seal 4. Hide-away
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